
SUGGESTED ITINERARY
 

Day 1: Drive from Ayres rock airport to Kings Canyon resort, this is a spectacular 3-hour drive
through the heart of the red centre. Check-in to your glamping and enjoy a refreshing cool drink
before heading out to the viewing platform for sunset drinks. If you are looking for a true Aussie
BBQ experience then the Outback BBQ & grill is for you, if you would like to experience some

amazing local produce under the desert moon 5-course dinner is for you.
 

Day 2: Wake up with peaceful singing from the crested bellbird to a day of adventure with a hike
around Kings Canyon Rim, followed by a heli-tour over the vast outback land, an educational

indigenous cultural experience or an exciting quad biking ride, you choose your adventure.
 

Day 3: Head to Uluru enjoy a refreshing swim at Sails, then time to Discover the passion behind
Aboriginal art at Sails in the Desert's Mulgara Gallery. Time for dinner with a difference - The

ultimate starry dining experience is the three-course Sounds of Silence dinner at Uluru. Sip sparkling
wine and taste canapes from atop a red desert dune as the setting sun changes Uluru's colours. Then

feast on bush tucker-inspired delicacies paired with fine Australian wine. After dinner, an
astronomer brings to life the planets and galaxies of the Australian night sky.

 

Day 4: Rise and shine your camel awaits! This camel experience that can't be beaten anywhere in
Australia, with the world heritage area of Uluru and Kata Tjuta as our stunning backdrop, will be

one of your bucket list sunrises. Time to relax or if you are an adventure junky you why not jump out
of a plane, take a Harley ride around the rock or maybe a Segway is more your style. Tonight we

enjoy The Field of Light art installation, a global phenomenon by internationally acclaimed artist
Bruce Munro, who has come ‘home’ to the place that inspired it.

 

Day 5: If you just can’t get enough of that amazing sunrise your last one before enjoying a morning of
culture experiences activities range from Bush Yarns, didgeridoo workshops, bush food experiences,
and guided garden walks.Time to head back to the airport you leave inspired and with a connection

to the beautiful land.
 

To make a booking or discuss a package that's right for you contact Adventum Travel

michelle@adventumtravel.com.au
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FAMILY
ADVENTURE

World Heritage-listed natural wonders

An abundance of flora and fauna

The iconic red dirt of the Australian Outback

Visit one of the greatest natural wonders of
the world, Uluru. Not only is it a spectacular
natural formation, Uluru is a deeply spiritual
place. You can feel a powerful presence the

moment you set eyes on it. Visit at sunrise or
sunset for a spectacular sight as Uluru

transforms from ochre to burnished orange
and intense red.

 

https://www.ayersrockresort.com.au/experiences/detail/sounds-of-silence

